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Background 

 

In 2001, the State’s Economic Development Corporation created eleven SmartZones throughout 

the state, including two nearby cities (our client). The purpose of our clients SmartZone (referred 

to as LDFA or Local Development Finance Authority) is to provide capital needed to facilitate 

commercialization of products being developed at two major Universities in the area, and the 

development of private high-technology enterprises.  

 

The SmartZone is funded to the tune of about $3.6 million in 2018, and $42 million over the next 

15 years. The funds are distributed by a nine-member volunteer board of directors; six members 

are appointed by one City Council and three by another City Council. The LDFA operates under 

a set of bylaws that were initially approved by the two City Councils. 

 

The Challenge 

 

The intent of LDFA is to invest its available funds according to its vision and mission, in a 

manner aligned with the following strategic priorities: 

 

1. Provide resources to encourage company creation and growth. 

2. Foster and market an entrepreneurial and innovative culture that attracts, supports, and 

retains talent. 

3. Promote conversion of research projects from local universities, R&D facilities, and other 

sources into new businesses generating new jobs. 

4. Further collaboration in SE Michigan to enable broader and sustainable ecosystem 

development. 

5. Encourage an infrastructure agenda with public/private entities to ensure the livability of 

the area. 

 

The LDFA faced the challenges of reaching a consensus on how to allocate the funds and 

ensuring that the decisions they make are justified and aligned with their strategic priorities. 

Additionally, there was a feeling among one cities board members that, since they were a 

minority, their views were not adequately considered. This created both tension and 

disengagement.  

 

Since the board was accountable to both City Councils, the lack of consensus, harmony and 

progress created the impression that the board was not very effective. The board struggled to 

make recommendations that were objective, transparent, and strategically aligned. It was an 

embarrassing, frustrating experience for all parties, who were passionate about carrying out an 

important economic development mission.   

 

The board had done workshops and retreats in the past to create a strategic plan, but could never 

get buy-in from everyone so they could complete the task. This had been going on for over 18 

months and the board was at an impasse. 
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The Solution 

 

Sherif Farghal, Allovance Founder and CEO, was a guest speaker at an event sponsored by the 

University of Michigan Economic Growth Institute. An LDFA board member was present for 

Sherif’s presentation and thought that his approach might help the board make better decisions 

and work better together.  

 

The board initially thought that they would need to spend over $150,000 on consulting fees for 

the project, and even questioned the need for consultants. However, the Allovance approach is so 

efficient that their quote came in at a fraction of the expected fees. Furthermore, the Allovance 

approach was designed to transfer knowledge, provide tools and develop coaching skills to 

enable the board to reach a stage where it would not need an outside consultant. 

Previously, the LDFA had a strategic planning sub-committee of about 4 out of 20 board 

members. However, the Allovance approach offered all board members the opportunity to 

participate in the process. This was met with much enthusiasm, especially from board members 

who felt they had been shut out of the process.  

In preparation for the meeting and beyond, the LDFA appointed the CFO of the city as a “power 

user” of the Allovance software, as the acting project owner. 

Allovance helped the LDFA develop a structured process for strategic prioritization that would 

produce the following: 

• A clear Strategic Value Scorecard that quantifies LDFA’s priorities and objectives. 

• A scientific comparison method that will help LDFA calculate relative weights for 

their strategic priorities and objectives. 

• A collaborative way of developing measurement scales for all objectives that 

quantifies subjective criteria. 

• Listing all initiatives and projects and scoring them against the Strategic Value 

Scorecard. 

• Selecting projects that are most aligned with strategic priorities. 

We followed the Allovance Method to prioritize and select projects in alignment with strategic 

objectives. 

The Allovance Method follows five steps: 

 

The Allovance Method creates transparent, objective decision-making processes by taking into 

consideration each project’s cost as well the following: 
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• Strategic value: Criteria pertaining to the strategic impact of each project on corporate 
goals and objectives, as well as its value compared to other projects. 

 

• Complexity: Criteria describing technical, management, or implementation complexity 
of a project, as well as its resource requirements and inter-relationship with other 
projects. 
 

• Urgency: Criteria that evaluate the amount of existing risk that can be mitigated by the 
project.  

 

Selection of projects is assisted by plotting projects on a bubble chart. The x- and y-axis are 

Complexity and Strategic Value, the size of the bubble indicates the project cost, and the color 

indicates the urgency.  

Step 1. Strategize 

When we start, we always remind our client that we are not going to discuss individual projects 

until much later in the process. For now, we’re only going to focus on identifying strategic 

priorities. During the Strategize phase, a certified Allovance Decision Coach helps the client to 

agree on strategic priorities and objectives that are important to the organization.  

It took a few sessions, but LDFA eventually identified the five strategic priorities: 

1. Connected high-tech ecosystem 

2. High-tech, company-friendly infrastructure 

3. High-tech company creation and growth 

4. Promote the region 

5. Talent and workforce investment 
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While these strategic priorities were close to those originally identified by the strategic planning 

sub-committee, that group had not been able to gain consensus over 18 months. Through our 

inclusive approach and skilled facilitators, we were able to achieve consensus in a few weeks. As 

a by-product of identifying these strategic priorities, the LDFA created its mission, vision and 

values, which up to this point had not been formalized.  

Once the Strategic Priorities are agreed upon, the Allovance Decision Coach helps the group 

identify Strategic Objectives for each priority. From the diagram below, you can see that for 

“Connected High-Tech” the Strategic Objectives are “Drive the creation of”, “Drive interaction”, 

“Foster tech culture” and “Collaborate to cause”.  

The Allovance Method Software lets the facilitator capture these Strategic Priorities and 

Objectives neatly in the Strategic Value Scorecard.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2. Compare 

In Step 2, we use pairwise comparisons to determine the relative weight of each priority and 

objective. These weights represent the importance of each priority and objective to the 

organization. 

 

Completing this comparison requires the skilled facilitation of an Allovance Decision Coach. We 

start by comparing two of the three strategic priorities to determine their relative weights. The 

Coach facilitates a discussion and then uses the Allovance Method Platform, moving the cursor 

left or right until the group agrees on the relative importance of one priority compared to the 
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other. The Coach repeats the process until the group has completed pairwise comparison for all 

priorities.  

 

Pairwise comparison also measures the consistency of the group. A high level of consistency 

builds confidence in the results and means that people are clear in their mind about their 

priorities, what’s important and by how much. The outcome is the relative weights of the 

strategic priorities.   

 

 

 
 

 

Next, the Coach follows a similar approach to facilitate pairwise comparisons for the strategic 

objectives within each strategic priority. The software automatically captures the pairwise 

comparison data and displays the relative weights of each strategic priority and objective on the 

scorecard.  
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Finally, subject matter experts (SMEs), identified by the initials in the bottom right corner, are 

assigned to each Strategic Objective. Subject matter experts play an important role in the next 

step.  

Step 3: Quantify 

During Step 3, Allovance Decision Coaches work with the client team and SMEs to quantify 

Strategic Objectives by developing scales. SMEs have extensive subject matter knowledge 

related to certain Strategic Objectives. The scales will be used to score each project on each 

strategic objective. This approach lets us measure and quantify subjective criteria. The Allovance 

Method Software then calculates project scores based on established scales.  
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We divide each scale into four intervals that span a continuum starting from no desirability to 

high desirability. The SME helps establish definitions for low, medium and high desirability 

according to industry norms. Then the team chooses a curve to fit the scale, since not all 

measures will be linear. The SMEs also have the option of creating a customized curve. 

 

For example, the first Strategic Priority for which we created scales was “Drive the creation of 

sustainable ecosystem.” The group defined this as: 

 

1. Help create an ecosystem of stakeholders that recognizes the mutual benefit of 

collaborating and investing in new companies, early stage technology, and talent K-12 

and beyond so LDFA funds are no longer needed.  

2. Identify private sector sources of funding to maintain accelerators, incubators, and other 

entrepreneur support programs. 

 

Criteria Low Medium High 

Recruit new private sector companies investing 

in local programs that support tech company 

growth 

2 5 10 

Amount of additional private sector investment 

in local programs that support tech company 

growth 

2x ROI 5x ROI 10x ROI 

Culture of valuing give-back mentality: 

successful entrepreneurs supporting new 

entrepreneurs 

Low Medium High 

New investment > $50K > $200K > $500K 

Mentorship: new volunteer mentors recruited  > 5 > 10 > 20 

Startups supported:  > 5 > 10 > 20 
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The group selected a curve that scores projects with medium or high desirability much higher 

than projects with low desirability, such as the one below.  

 

 
 

We worked through this for all five strategic priorities and 17 strategic objectives, and also 

created scales to measure urgency and complexity. 

Urgency Curve 
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Complexity Curve 

 

 

As we mentioned, this step requires SMEs in the strategic objectives to assist in development of 

the scales needed for quantification. In this case, the committee sought the help of well-respected 

CEOs of tech companies and University researchers in the region. These are busy people, and 

although including them made getting through this step take a bit longer, it helped bring these 

important people into the process to build engagement and create a much more credible 

quantification approach. 

Step 4: Score 

With the weights and scales established for each Strategic Objective, the next step was to score 

the projects. Since adopting the Allovance Method and Software was new for the committee, 

they decided to focus first on projects that were already in the approval process. The Allovance 

Method and Software would be used to evaluate these projects and either validate or invalidate 

many decisions that had already been made.  

 

In future years, the committee will use the Allovance Method to score new projects. The 

Allovance Software simplifies and accelerates this process considerably, letting users upload 

projects from an Excel spreadsheet and automating the project creation process. Projects can also 

be scored in Excel before uploading them into the software.  

 

A project form is created in the Allovance Method Software to collect required information such 

as project name, description, and cost. The form may be customized to add more fields if 
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necessary. The information is used to measure the impact or desirability of each project in 

relation to all strategic objectives and priorities (i.e., the strategic value), as well as its 

complexity and urgency.  

 

The work can also be distributed to project owners, or to sponsors to request funds. Project 

owners receive a system-generated email with a link to their project dashboards where they can 

create and submit multiple projects. Project owners use the sliders on the project form to estimate 

the impact or desirability of the projects they create in relation to strategic priorities and 

objectives, as well as the project’s complexity and urgency based on expert definitions that were 

established in the Quantify step. 
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Based on inputs from the project owners, the software calculates a score for the projects in 

relation to each of the strategic objectives. Scores are combined to obtain an overall project score 

for strategic value, complexity, and urgency. The project dashboard displays the project scores. 

 

Step 5. Select 

Once the team enters the project information and the software scores the projects, the software 

then plots the project score on a bubble chart. The y-axis represents the strategic value, the x-axis 

represents the complexity (or in this case the deficiency), the color of the bubble represents the 

urgency, and the size of the bubble represents the cost.  
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The Allovance Method Software lets users model different selection strategies through its 

sophisticated filtering capabilities. It can be very useful to run different scenarios, filtering by 

different goals, to build greater confidence in the final decisions.   

Impact 

The LDFA was very excited about the impact of adopting the Allovance Method for prioritizing 

and selecting projects. The Allovance Method and software helped bring order, objectivity, 

transparency and efficiency to overcome a very significant challenge. It helped the committee 

build consensus when they were previously divided, and it gave them objective, aligned criteria 

they could use to justify their recommendations to the City Councils. 

 

The testimonial from the CFO of the City sums it up the best: 
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Sherif, 

 

I wanted to follow-up with you about the SmartZone’s engagement with you and share some 

observations.  The board struggled for more than a year to agree on the strategic priorities for the 

next fifteen years.  Consensus was not possible, and the limited time this unpaid volunteer board 

had to meet was not conducive to frequent meetings to hammer through issues.  From my 

perspective, your engagement with the SmartZone was very valuable in a couple of ways. 

 

First, your facilitation to implement the Allovance model allowed the board to effectively work 

through and develop its strategic priorities.  Although it did require a number of meetings, the 

board was willing to get together because each session demonstrated real progress and agreement 

on this difficult topic.  Without your engagement helping the board move through the process, it 

would have been MUCH more difficult to obtain agreement. 

 

Secondly, the board has worked for some time to have meaningful metrics that describes the 

effects of its efforts towards its mission.  The Allovance Method was instrumental in helping the 

board have substantial discussions and reach conclusions on metrics.  Getting these metrics 

established has allowed the board to spend more time on what new initiatives can be done to 

meet the organization’s mission. 

 

Recognizing that the strategic plan and measures are periodically re-evaluated, this engagement 

accelerated and focused the SmartZone’s efforts and helped it develop an integrated, thoughtful 

plan. 

 

Thanks, 

Tom Crawford 

CFO 

Secretary, SmartZone LDFA 

 

  
 

 

 

 


